
Scavenger Hunt Game Plan


Players will be given a clue as to what the Entertainment Committee is asking 
you to “hunt down” for them. There will be 10 different “Hunts'. 

You will be given 1 minute to find each “Hunt”, return to your chair and RAISE 
YOUR ZOOM HAND to show your Hosts what you have found to claim a 1st, 
2nd or 3rd points. And ultimately, in the end,.. have fun and win a really great 
prize!


All players who return with the correct “hunt” by the 1 minute bell will receive 1 
point.

The 1st person to return with the correct “hunt” will be given 15 points.

The 2nd person to provide the correct “hunt” will be given 10 points.

The 3rd person to provide the correct “hunt” will be given 5 points.


TWIST:

The 10th “Hunt” will be worth 50 points. Giving all players an opportunity to get 
back in the game, and potentially win!


The timer will run and be shown at all times and dinged at the 1 minute mark.


After all calculations and tallying, the 3 people with the highest score will be 
awarded as follows:


1st place is $75.00 Amazon Card 
2nd place takes home $50.00 Amazon Card 
3rd place takes $25.00 prizes.Amazon Card 

Any disputes will be resolved by the Entertainment Committee CoHosts 
Conscience by a show of hands. Game may be subject to change to 
accommodate fairness


Committee Members and CoHosts:

Kimberly P. Entertainment Chair, Host and Eyes

Cathy L. CoHost, Timer & Eyes

Rhiannon D. Cohost, Secretary, Counter and Eyes

Sharon M. CoHost and Eyes

Kevin O CoHost & Finance

Riley . CoHost & Eyes


We will ALL have our EYES ON 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, so, at the bell, run to 
hunt, get the item, return to your seat and RAISE YOUR ZOOM HAND TO WIN!!!!





